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MusicTag Editor is the most user-friendly Tag Editor out there. It offers extreme speed in
search, quick save, quick open, automatic lookup, and much, much more. It is the most

used music tag editing software in existence, used by millions of people around the world.
MTAG Editor is a powerful, easy-to-use, and feature-packed music tag editor for your iPad.

The Tag Editor is the most user-friendly software out there, used by millions of people
around the world. It has all the features of a professional music tag editor, complete with
smart auto-suggest and intelligent chord support. It has the largest library of music (over

36 million songs). Up to 20 million tags can be saved. Record Music by using your iOS
device in between chord actions. Record a complete chord program or change your music
to the next chord. The Easy Chord Pro App allows you to play along with music and record

in between chord actions. Full support for the iOS devices, iPad, iPhone, iPod, and all
supported iPad apps. All in one Music Tag Editor v.1.2. Music tag editor can recognize and
edit a large variety of file formats including AAC, mp3, CD, ogg, and flac. The application
now features a powerful chord search that instantly finds all the chords in a file. Now you
can touch a chord and choose the next chord. You can replace an existing chord with the
chosen chord and save the modified file. Tags can now be edited more easily and faster
than ever before. ChordPro Music tag Editor has the most powerful chord search in the

App Store. Welcome to Music tag Editor 4.5. Music Tag Editor is the most user-friendly Tag
Editor out there. It offers extreme speed in search, quick save, quick open, automatic

lookup, and much, much more. It is the most used music tag editing software in existence,
used by millions of people around the world. MTAG Editor is a powerful, easy-to-use, and

feature-packed music tag editor for your iPad.
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editing software in existence, used by millions of people around the world. MTAG Editor is a powerful,
easy-to-use, and feature-packed music tag editor for your iPad. The Tag Editor is the most user-

friendly software out there, used by millions of people around the world. It has all the features of a
professional music tag editor, complete with smart auto-suggest and intelligent chord support. It has
the largest library of music (over 36 million songs). Up to 20 million tags can be saved. Record Music
by using your iOS device in between chord actions. Record a complete chord program or change your

music to the next chord. The Easy Chord Pro App allows you to play along with music and record in
between chord actions. Full support for the iOS devices, iPad, iPhone, iPod, and all supported iPad

apps. All in one Music Tag Editor v.1.2. Music tag editor can recognize and edit a large variety of file
formats including AAC, mp3, CD, ogg, and flac. The application now features a powerful chord search
that instantly finds all the chords in a file. Now you can touch a chord and choose the next chord. You

can replace an existing chord with the chosen chord and save the modified file. Tags can now be
edited more easily and faster than ever before. ChordPro Music tag Editor has the most powerful

chord search in the App Store. Welcome to Music tag Editor 4.5. Music Tag Editor is the most user-
friendly Tag Editor out there. It offers extreme speed in search, quick save, quick open, automatic

lookup, and much, much more. It is the most used music tag editing software in existence, used by
millions of people around the world. MTAG Editor is a powerful, easy-to-use, and feature-packed

music tag editor for your iPad. 5ec8ef588b
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